
Have To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I was allowed to go on with my acting without interruption after that; but I
__________________ the stage another night.
1.

(past/not/go on)hadn't to go on

One person I _______________ good: myself.2. (make)have to make

_____________________________ upon his return?3.
(what/he/would/tell/?)

What would he have to tell

__________________________ these things?4. (why/they/past/do/?)Why did they have to do

'But, Stella, you _________________ at your office till ten o'clock!5. (not/be)have not to be

The interpreter ______________ both languages.6. (know)has to know

I'm glad I __________________________ all the different views I hear!7.
(not/reconcile)

don't have to reconcile

And he ______________ every little while to catch his breath.8. (past/stop)had to stop

Anna says if we pay the money, we ___________________.9. (not/go)don't have to go

True, we ___________________ for a Saviour's love and presence till
then.
10.

(not/wait)
have not to wait

He ______________________ in the war.11. (past/go/and/fight)had to go and fight

They _____________________ more than six feet before they stood in a
stone-walled chamber of considerable size.
12.

(past/not/go)
did not have to go

This time, however, she _______________________ Juno, the setter, but
with a trained lurcher, borrowed for the occasion from a keeper who had
captured the animal during a poaching affray.

13.

(past/not/deal with)

had not to deal with

Something ______________ way under the strain.14. (give)has to give

I _______________ by, of course.15. (past/stand)had to stand

You may as well hear what I _____________.16. (say)'ve to say
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I'm so excited I ______________ up.17. (past/call)had to call

It is a pleasure you _______________, and an improvement to be added
to the many you have already made.
18.

(come)
have to come

The girl _____________________ much searching.19. (past/not/do)did not have to do

It's a good religion for a woman, where she
_________________________ things out for herself, but takes a priest's
word for it all.

20.

(not/think)
does not have to think
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